Case Title:

Choose a Title that Describes the Who, What
& Where of your Case
Name: The submitter’s name(s). Example: Jane Smith.
Organization: Your organization’s name.
Example: USAID/Colombia or Chemonics

Photo Caption & Credit: Describe your image
and name the person or organization that owns
the photo. Example: Participants collaborate
during USAID/Colombia MEL Project Workshop.
Credit: USAID/Colombia.

Summary:
OVERALL INSTRUCTIONS (IMPORTANT):
- Download and save this fillable PDF before completing, changes will NOT be saved if you modify in a web browser.
- Please remove this and all other help text before submitting your case.
- You may write as much as you can fit in each question's box. The approximate word limits reflect the average
range of characters that can fit inside the box.
- Please use correct USAID terminology when talking about a project or activity. (See ADS 201 definitions.)
SUMMARY SECTION:
Think of this section as an executive summary or abstract. For best results, write this last. If your case is a winner or
finalist, this summary could be featured on a poster or in a USAID Learning Lab blog post, so it needs to make sense
on its own and spark interest in reading more about your case. Be sure to spell out all acronyms in this section.
We're looking for a brief overview of your case in narrative form that includes a short description of:
- The context of your case
- The organizational or development challenge that prompted you to use a CLA approach
- The CLA approach you used
- The outcomes of your CLA approach
(Approximate Word Limit: 200-250)

Think about which subcomponents of the Collaborating, Learning & Adapting (CLA) Framework
are most reflected in your case so that you can reference them in your submission:

• Internal Collaboration

• Openness

• External Collaboration

• Relationships & Networks

• Technical Evidence Base

• Continuous Learning & Improvement

• Theories of Change

• Knowledge Management

• Scenario Planning

• Institutional Memory

• M&E for Learning

• Decision-Making

• Pause & Reflect

• Mission Resources

• Adaptive Management

• CLA in Implementing Mechanisms

1. What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational or
development challenge(s) prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or adapt?
Set the scene for your case and describe the organizational or development challenge(s) that prompted you to
collaborate, learn, and/or adapt.
(Approximate Word Limit: 250-300)

2. Why did you decide to use a CLA approach? Why was CLA considered helpful for
addressing your organizational or development challenge(s)?
Please use this space to describe why you decided to use a CLA approach (or approaches), specifically. Was it
encouraged by your organization? Did you hear about it from a colleague? Why did you or your leadership decide to
invest time and other resources into CLA practices? Was CLA built into your project or activity’s design (and if so,
why?), or did the need emerge later?
(Approximate Word Limit: 200- 250)

3. Tell us the story of how you used a collaborating, learning and/or adapting approach
to address the organizational or development challenge described in Question 2.
This is the most important question on the form.
Please write a narrative that describes the steps you took in implementing your CLA approach. Imagine that a
colleague would like to replicate your CLA approach in their context, and provide enough detail so that they can
follow your approach step by step.
- What did you do first? What came next?
- How were key stakeholders involved in your CLA approach?
- What were your key decision points, and what information was used in decision-making?
- Did your CLA approach evolve or shift over time? How?
The strongest cases describe efforts to implement CLA approaches intentionally and systematically within a
program, team, and/or organization. Strong cases often also describe holistic CLA approaches that combine
multiple CLA subcomponents. As you tell your story, please reference the CLA subcomponents you selected in
Question 1.
(Approximate Word Limit: 550-600).

4. Organizational Effectiveness: How has collaborating, learning and adapting affected
your team and/or organization? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you expect to see
in the future?
This space is for describing the difference we could expect to see with and without CLA.
If it helps, imagine that a colleague visited your office before you launched your CLA effort, and then returned for
another visit last week. What differences would they observe in your organization's culture, processes, allocation of
resources, and/or relationships? Think of this question as a before/after observation of using a CLA approach.
Describe any changes you’ve noticed within your team or organization.
(Approximate Word Limit: 250-300)

5. Development Results: How has using a CLA approach contributed to your development
outcomes? What evidence can you provide? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you
expect to see in the future?
What is your assessment of how CLA contributed to your development results? Describe the contribution and the
evidence you have that links CLA to better results.
If it helps, compare your development outcomes before and after using a CLA approach. If you don’t have that
information, how do you think your development results would be different if you didn’t use a CLA approach?
(Approximate Word Limit: 250-300)

6. What factors enabled your CLA approach and what obstacles did you
encounter? How would you advise others to navigate the challenges you faced?
To get full points for this question, be sure to discuss both enablers and obstacles, and focus on what enabled or
inhibited your CLA approach, not the technical work itself. We’re looking for transparency here, so please be as
straightforward as you can.
(Approximate Word Limit: 250-300)

7. Did your CLA approach contribute to self-reliance? If so, how?
CLA supports countries on their journey to self-reliance in many ways, contributing to their commitment and
capacity to plan, finance and manage their own development agendas. Click on the link above to learn more about
how USAID defines and measures self-reliance.
Many CLA approaches, such as collaborating and learning from local stakeholders or the private sector, contribute
directly to building self-reliance. Other CLA approaches, such as creating a learning culture within your team or
organization, may contribute less directly. We value the full range of CLA approaches, both direct and indirect, so
this question will not be judged for points. Instead, it will be used to collect stories and evidence about how CLA
contributes to the journey to self-reliance.
(Approximate Word Limit: 250-300)

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID LEARN, a Bureau for Policy, Planning and Learning
(PPL) mechanism implemented by Dexis Consulting Group and its partner, RTI International.

